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Since 2015, 21st of June has been 

celebrated all over the world as the 

International Yoga Day. Yoga is a 

group of physical, mental and spiritual 

practices which originated in Ancient 

India. There are different forms of 

Yoga which includes various physical 

postures, breathing techniques and 

meditation. This year too our school 

The high school students(students of class 7 to 10) gathered for this event 

in the school quadrangle to celebrate this occasion. The principal graciously

welcomed our guests. This was followed by an inspiring speech by 

Mr. Venkatesh Prasad on the importance of physical fitness and its role in 

shaping our overall personalities. After Mr. Prasad, our Honourable Governor 

of Karnataka, addressed the gathering and highlighted the significance of the 

International Yoga Day.

This was followed by a guided session on various Yoga asanas and meditation 

by instructors from the Art of Living foundation. Some of the Asanas that we 

performed were padmasan, vajrasan, setu bandh asan, trikonasan, 

pranayama and more. Everybody present at the gathering - the chief guests, 

our chairman, the faculty members and the students actively participated in 

this session.

At the end of the session we felt energised and rejuvenated. We also felt a 

sense of pride that the ancient Indian tradition of Yoga and meditation is now 

celebrated all over the world as the International Yoga Day.

THE STUDENT COUNCIL OF NEW HORIZON PUBLIC 
SCHOOL FOR THE YEAR 2018 – 19

THE GREEN AMBASSADORS OF
NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL

thThe Investiture Ceremony was conducted on the 8  of June with the 
Chairman, NHEI, Dr Mohan Manghnani presiding over the occasion. 

Mrs Sandhya Raman, Principal, NHPS addressed the gathering. She reminded 

the Council Members about their duties toward the school and the students. 

Nandana Rajan, the school captain, in her speech reiterated the Principal's 

message and stated that as Council Members they would strive towards 

excellence with the cooperation of the students of NHPS.

An initiative by NHPS where two students from each section are selected as 

Green Representatives to help with the maintenance of cleanliness both in 

and outside the school campus. 

New Horizon Public School, a leading 

pioneer in many innovative educational 

strategies is proud of our ancient culture.

Hence to commemorate what our Gurus' 

have been practicing since ancient times, 

we celebrate International Yoga Day 
st

every year on the 21  of June, 2018.

This year's Yoga Day was held on a 

grand scale and it was graced by 

the Honourable, Shri Vajubhai 

Rudabhai Vala, Governor of the 

State of Karnataka. Also present 

were former Indian Cricketer, 

Sri Venkatesh Prasad and Chairman, 

NHEI, Dr. Mohan Manghnani.

celebrated this occasion and it was a very proud moment as our Honourable 

Governor of Karnataka, Shri Vajubhai Rudabhai Vala as well as the former 

cricketer, Mr. Venkatesh Prasad joined us during this event.

Prateek M
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FACTS Look who's sailing into Pre-Primary !   June 2018

Holidays have come to an end. It is that time of the year when the day starts 
with getting ready for a school schedule.

School is a child's second home; a home that they love coming to. This was 

evident in the happy faces of children that greeted the teachers on the 

re-opening day for Lkg and Ukg. Happy in the knowledge and excited in the 

fact that they are now a class older, it was a troop of confident children 

walking into school that day. For our Nursery babies, however, it was a 

different story altogether. A little doubt, a little apprehension, a little 

anxiousness and a whole lot of fear were the feelings that our Nursery little 

ones were experiencing on their first day at school. Nothing unusual of 

course, when faced with a new environment coupled with new faces all 

around them. Two weeks later and these children will be walking and some 

even running to the school gates every morning.. such is the aura of 

Pre-Primary. 
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The first computer game was the spacewar computer game.

The top of the Mount Vesuvius collapsed in the eruption of 79 A D. This 

massive eruption buried the towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

A solar flare that lasts several hours is so powerful that it could provide 

energy needs of the United States for about 10,000 years. 

The rings of Saturn are made up of millions of ice crystals, some as big 

as houses and others as small as specks of dust. 

Giant planets are not limited to our solar system. In fact, astronomers 

have discovered many Jupiter-like planets in other solar systems.

More than 200 asteroids, larger than 60 miles (100 kms) in diameter are 

located in the asteroid belt between the orbits Jupiter and Saturn.

QUEEN ELIZABETH II is the first, and so far the only female member of 

the royal family to actually serve in the armed forces.

By about 1,000 BC , caravans of camels were bringing precious goods up 

the west coast of Arabia, linking India with Egypt  Phoenicia and 

Mesopotamia.

Not all owls are nocturnal. The Pygmy owl hunts during the twilight hours, 

while other owls, namely the Burrowing owl and the Short –eared owl 

hunt during the day. 

Niagara falls is the second largest waterfall on earth. Over 5,000,000,000 
gallons of water per hour flows over the edge of Niagara falls.

Naina�

V

Fancy Dress competition was held on 18th June, 2018 for the students of Std I and 19th June, 2018 for the students of Std II. The little ones stunned the 

judges and the audience with their novel and creative performance. 

EXPECTATIONS

Each one of us have certain expectations. Our parents have expectations too. 

One of the most common questions that students hear: "What do you want 

to become when you grow up?" So many of us are not sure. With every 

passing stage, we have a new profession in mind. So many of my relatives 

tell me that I should become a doctor or a governor or the CEO of a company.

I always wondered why no one ever asked me to become an artist, a dancer, 

a beautician, a musician or a designer. When I once asked this question, the 

answer I received confused me. I was told that these professions were not 

respectable. I wondered how people could possibly think like this. In a 

society where we are told to follow our dreams, there is a certain feeling that 

people are aware of but do not speak about- a feeling which tells you that 

society is not as open to professions as we think it is. I want this to change. 

I want people to accept changes from the bottom of their heart. The only 

expectation that people should have from a person is that of success.

Anusree Krishnan
VIII 

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION OF STD I & II

ERIOVIXIA  GRYFFINDORI 

It will be a big surprise for all 

Harry Potter fans to meet this little 

7mm sized new species of spider 

which derives its name from the 

fabulous, sentient magical artifact, 

the sorting hat, owned by the 

(fictitious) medieval wizard godric 

gryff indor, one of the four 

founders of Hogwarts school of 

witchcraft and wizardry, and 

stemming from the powerful

This tiny wonder belongs to the genus eriovixia. It was discovered in 2015 in

the Indian state of Karnataka by Javed Ahmed, Rajashree Khalap and 

Sumukha Javagal. They were right about the shape which resembles our 

favourite 'sorting hat'. It actually takes the “sorting hat” shape to look like a 

dry leaf in the daytime and escape predators. J.K.Rowling tweeted – “I'm 

truly honoured! Congratulations on discovering another # fantastic beast”. 

The spider even made its way to the Harry Potter fans' heart, who are 

mighty pleased with the little buggo.

imagination of J.K.Rowling, as presented in her series of books, Harry Potter.

Harshita Dore Kumar
VIII 

DREAMS AND WISHES 

Aadya Thakur
V 

When I sit and stare up at the sky, I 

imagine what it would be like if I 

could fly. On silver wings, I'd fly past 

the moon and the sun. Oh! It would 

be so much fun! I'd sit and look at 

the pretty stars and gaze upon the 

universe for many hours,

With these thoughts in my head, I would go to bed and drift into a sleep so I 

could get some rest.

I'd dream about pirates with treasure chests, 

parrots on their shoulders and their heads like nests.

My dream would take me to a chocolate land, with 

chocolate sprinkles that form the sand.

I'd get up for school and pack my bag and my pen, 

just to come home and repeat the dream over 

again.

Colour the picture of dinosaur and ratRIDDLES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

If you have me. You want to share me.  If you share, you have
not got me.  What am I ?

What gets broken without being held ?

You can drop me from the tallest building and I will be fine,
but if you drop me in water. I will die. What am I ?

What has a head and tail but no body ?

What can travel around the world while staying in a corner ?

I am tall when I am young and I am short when I am old.  
What am I ?
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A RAINY NIGHT OF TRAVEL 

It was raining in the streets of Liverpool, which wasn't unusual. Dylan walked 

out of the Tube station, humming to Green Day, not giving a care in the 

world about the orphanage that he had just walked away from, thinking 

about the next lyric and how to sing it without getting heard. That wasn't 

much of a problem, since the Tube was disorganized as usual, and nobody 

would hear him unless he shouted. He walked out of the complex. The rain 

hit him and it hurt, but he kept his leisurely pace, trying to avoid slipping on 

the roads. Suddenly, he heard a noise. It sounded like an engine revving. He 

thought he heard people talking, but that couldn't be. It was an abandoned 

street, an old hangout from the days leading to the orphanage. He followed 

the noise. He rounded a corner, to see a bunch of people getting into 

something that looked like the pill you take when you have a headache, only 

a lot bigger. It was made of chrome, by the looks of it and the people were 

standing in a line to get in. The funny thing was, nobody noticed him. He 

waved and asked them questions, looking at their blank faces staring back at 

him. So, he joined the line. It seemed to be reeling him in like an invisible 

force. He waited. The songs changed. Pink Floyd, to the Rolling Stones, to 

The Beatles played continuously, on his iPod, a gift from his father, before he 
Aditi M
VII

EVERGREEN LOVE OF A MOTHER FOR HER CHILD.

After his father's death, the son sent his mother to an old age home and 

visited her on and off. Once he got a call from the old age home that his 

mother would die as she was seriously ill. He immediately rushed to the 

hospital and asked his mother what he could do for her. His mother 

requested him to install fans and a refrigerator. As she did not eat many 

times because the food was spoilt. Her son asked her why she hadn't 

complained earlier. His mother replied that it was ok for her as she managed 

all this discomfort but she was afraid that when his children would send him 

to an old age home he would not be able to manage. The son had tears in 

his eyes.
Dheeraj S
VIII

MANASA'S TRAVEL TALES MY FIRST HIMALAYAN TREK

It was the month of March and there was a frenzy planning for the summer 

vacation in an enjoyable and yet meaningful way. We decided to join a group 

of friends for a trek to Pangarchulla peak in the Himalayas which is in the 

state of Uttrakhand, at an altitude of around 14700 feet, less touched by 

trekkers and mostly snow covered. For me, this was my first trek to the 

Himalayas and I was excited about it. The next two months were spent 

building physical stamina to endure the strenuous climb from 6000 feet to 

14700 feet and back a total of around 35 Kms over 4 days.  

nd
On 22  April, we boarded a van from Rishikesh and reached Joshimath after 

a 10 hour drive and straight hit the bed. Next morning we started our trek 

from Dhak to Khullara, initially through villages and then later through dense 

forests. We had to gain 3500 feet the same day, around 8 Kms. After 4 hours 

of climbing uphill, we took a break for lunch. The simple meal of pulav felt 

like a feast and we gobbled it up in no time. The trek commenced again through 

the jungles, completely uphill and quite tiring. After a total 8 hours of walking up 

the mountain, we were delighted to see our blue tents from a distance. It was a 

relief to finally reach our destination for the day. Refreshing cups of black tea 

and garlic soup brought back energy in us to enjoy the snowfall that had just 

started. From our camp we could see snow clad peaks of Dronagiri, Hathi Ghoda 

and more. As night set in, the peaks shone in the reflection of the moon, and 

the billion stars captivated us. We snuggled into our sleeping bags inside our 

tents and tried to sleep in the shivering cold. 

The golden sun woke us up early next day and after a refreshing breakfast 

we started our trek to Kuari pass which is around 12,000 feet in altitude. We 

were instructed to keep our body well hydrated to avoid altitude sickness. 

The trek today was even more difficult through big boulders and rocks, 

slippery ice and snow. What kept us going was the beautiful green meadows, 

the snowy mountains and the amazing scenery of various peaks and the 

encouragement not to give up. This prepared us for the most difficult and 

exciting trek for the next day: Pangarchulla peak. 

We left at 1:30AM (yes, middle of the night as we call it) for the 

Pangarchulla peak to ensure that we reach the peak before the sun melts the 

snow as it would become slippery. Geared up in spikes for our climb it was a 

15 hours walk that day to the peak and then to our camp at Tali forest. 

Initially through boulders, then through meadows, then through hip deep 

snow we slowly moved closer to the peak. Only three of them could manage 

to do the summit. Tired and exhausted, we reached our camp in Tali. 

The last day was our final trek from Tali back to Joshimath. We went up the 

Tali top, walked through the beautiful and yet tough Lord Curzon trail, and 

then through unforgettable Garson meadows to reach our destination after 

eight hours. I would call this trek a lifetime experience as it made me aware 

that our power is limitless. It taught me to push myself beyond my limits and 

to survive with a smile in tough environments. I am all set to do my next trek 

in October and would like to continue my Himalayan treks for lifetime. 

Manasa M S
VIII

H e  s a w  a b u n d a n c e 

everywhere, and no sign 

of an orphanage, which 

was good. That meant no 

child was without a parent. 

Nobody should go through 

what he went through, 

moving from foster home 

to foster home, never 

having a place to call home. Besides, he hated the pity the others gave him. 

He sat, listening to the guitar riffs of famous rock bands, looking out at the 

scenery, never turning his back away from the window even though it hurt his 

neck. The train took a full round of the place, back to the place they started. 

He sat for another round, surprised that nobody asked him to pay. He finally 

got out, amazed by the things he saw. But he knew he had to go back to the 

real world. He resisted the temptation to stay and approached the capsule, 

got into it quickly, because nobody seemed to leave. He returned to the rainy 

streets of Liverpool, towards the station, thinking about that place and 

continued the long walk back to the orphanage he called home.

disappeared. He got his liking to soft rock from him, and he was someone he 

didn't think of much. He finally reached the end of the line. He walked into 

the capsule to find it look suspiciously like an elevator. There were furbished 

walls, a lot of people, and cheesy music playing. They finally reached their 

destination. He walked out, to be hit by a wave of excitement. This was a 

utopia, a sanctuary of all that is good in this world, like the movie Noah's Ark. 

He saw large, see through buildings filled with all kinds of endangered 

animals. He swore he even saw a dodo waddling around in there. He looked 

around, he saw a train that was just about to leave. So, he ran like he never 

ran before, grinning as his earplugs flew around him. He barely made it into 

the train in time. He must have looked like a fool, smiling like that, but the 

truth was, he needed this. With the same, drab routine, that every kid went 

through, he needed a little change and this was it. He stood by the Plexiglas 

window, looking out at the beautiful place. 
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ANSWER

After the inauguration, the program started with the entry of the hosts 

taking forth the Cultural extravaganza breaking the ice between the seniors 

and juniors.  The ambience and aura was filled with excitement and joy. 

The second year’s had presented a variety of dances from Classical to 

Western to Hip-hop. The Musical Group had brought in a melodious touch to 

the show. A wonderful opportunity and a perfect platform was laid for the 

freshers to showcase their talents and their skills. A team of teachers judged 

the Talent Hunt round. The participants had put forth their best, showcasing 

their stunning performances. Finally it was time to announce MR. and MISS 

FRESHER. The Director Ms. Kirthi Manghnani honored the winners. The 

program concluded with the host delivering the vote of thanks to the New 

Horizonite family. The event ended with some beats and dances. Our in-house 

DJ gave his final touch to the show by belting-out rock music. The campus 

was echoing with ecstatic noise, whistles and applause. It was a memorable 

day of networking, interacting with each other and fostering new bonds.

MY JR. NBA JOURNEY 
The Jr. NBA Bangalore finale was 

held at New Horizon Public School 

Bangalore on 25 February 2018. 

Based on the performance of players, 

ALL STAR TEAM (10 each from Boys 

and Girls) were selected from 

various schools and I am proud to 

be one among the 10 Boys from 

Bangalore in the U-14 category. 

This was no doubt a result of our 

Coach Mr. ANTONY VU and his 

splendid training. Before our trip, we 

had to attend the 11 days training 

camp at NHCG, in order to improve 

our skills in various categories. There 

we were coached by Mr. Prasanna, 

Coach of NHCE who was going to be 

our coach for the games as well. He 

was a good Coach and we found our 

skills improving day by day.

We left Bangalore at about 6:00 am to Greater Noida NBA Academy where 
the all India Jr. NBA National Championship was being held. Our team 
consisted of ten boys and ten girls respectively. 

On reaching Noida, we enjoyed a day of rest at the Jaypee Greens, a well 

known sports centre which was once visited by the two time MVP and the 

reigning finalist of NBA MVP, KEVIN DURENT who plays the small forward 

position for the NBA team Golden State Warriors. We knew we were going to 

have tough competition and played three games against Chennai, Delhi and 

Kolkata. In the whole tournament, I managed to score a total of 24 points, 

however, we failed to qualify for the World Championship that was going to 

be held at Orlando, Florida.

On the eve of the finals, we also managed to receive autographs from 

BROOK LOPEZ, the LA LAKERS Center and AMOJYOT SINGH, the Star of the 

Indian Basketball team. The Bangalore Girls and the Delhi Boys, managed to 

qualify for the World Championship which is being held at Orlando, Florida in 

August 2018. Our team was obviously quite disappointed that we didn't 

qualify but were still satisfied with how we had played. I am thankful to 

Antony Sir, my Coach for providing me with excellent training and for 

supporting me all the way without whom I would never have dreamed of 

getting such an opportunity. Satvik R
IX

MY TRIP TO GOA 
During my vacation, I went to Goa 

which is an awesome place to visit. 

The city is clean and tidy. We stayed 

in a beach resort. Goa is known for 

its beaches. Calangunte, Baga, 

Anjuna are some of the beaches. 

There are many churches to 

visit. The most important and 

internationally renowned one is the Basilica of Bom Jesus. The  relics of Saint 

Francis Xavier, who had died in 1554-1564 CE is preserved. There is an arch, 

erected at the place where Vasco Da Gama entered India. Several boat 

cruises are offered as well as games such as parasailing, banana ride and 

skiing. We went for a boat trip which took us around the shores of Goa. It 

was an excellent trip where we had a beautiful view of Aguadafort , along 

with its jail and lighthouse. We were fortunate to sight dolphins in the sea. 

Goa is a very interesting place for shopping. There are nice shops with a 

variety of items. Tatoo shops were seen all around Goa, where beautiful 

tatoos were displayed. It was my most memorable adventure ever. No one 

should miss a visit to Goa. R P Abinayaa
V  

NETFLIX A BOON OR BANE
Netflix must be one of the most 

subscribed internet companies on the 

planet. We all have our days where 

we sit on our couch and just watch 

Netflix until the sun goes down and 

for us students that mostly comes 

during our summer vacation. Netflix 

can be accessed via every electronic 

device currently in the market, via smartphones, smart television sets, 

electronic games consoles, laptops, tablets and all manner of electronic 

media. Netflix comes off as a brilliant distraction from any of our problems 

by entertaining us with a show or movie of our choice. 

As much as people love Netflix there are also many disadvantages of Netflix  

especially for children. It affects our studies. During summer holidays 

spending time watching Netflix stops children  from going out and playing 

with their friends as they are extremely engrossed in watching some or the 

other show on Netflix. Netflix prevents all of us from being productive. Many 

of us love the idea of binge watching Netflix but the disadvantages of it are 

not seen clearly by us when we sit in front of the tv or laptop watching our

favourite TV shows on the world's most loved site 'Netflix'. Watching one 

episode leads to us saying just another and then watching ten more and 

most of the time going to bed crying because of something that happened 

to a character on the show. 

The unhappiest part is that Netflix keeps us from reading books and gaining 

information. There is no comparison between a movie based on a book. The 

original always surpasses the copy. Most of us wouldn't even know that half 

of our favourite shows are based on famous books and novels. Limited 

watching of Netflix during summer would not do much harm but binge 

watching is not exactly the best way to spend an amazing two-month break!

Anusree Krishnan
VIII 

New Horizon Pre-University FRESHERS DAY – BATCH 2018-19

The fiesta organized in New Horizon Pre-University College Auditorium on 

Saturday, June 9 2018, manifested the youth and their enthusiasm at its full 

flow, by hosting a grand Fresher's Day for the new comers.

The second year's welcomed the freshers by providing them the hospitality 

and filling the magic of unity and ecstasy.

The Freshers were dressed in shades of Red & White and the Second Year's 
in shades of Blue.  

The program began in a sporty mood, with two friendly tournaments – Boys 

Basketball Match and Girls Throw Ball match between the Freshers and the 

Second Years. 

The Director Ms. Kirthi Manghnani felicitated the players with medals. The 

fresher's enthusiasm and perseverance took both the matches to their victory. 

After the match we moved on to the second program.  The formal program 

commenced in an auspicious way with the lamp lighting ceremony by the 

Director Ms. Kirthi Manghnani, students, teachers and non-teaching fraternity. 

This spread the light of truth, knowledge, success and divine grace.

Pooja Meriam 
PCME II GEN-1

1.  A Secret

2.  A Promise

3.  Paper

4.  A Coin

5.  A Stamp

6.  A Candle


